
Module 2

ORCA City Challenge
Opportunity| Resilience| Culture| Access 



Novel Economic Development Canvas
Challenges Education and Workforce Unique Value

Proposition
Competitive Advantage Target Industries

What partnerships are you lacking?
(Who is not at the table, that should
be?)
Is your city Branding/Image
effective?
Do you have communication issues
with key entities?
What skills and resources are
employers demanding that they
don’t have access to?
Progress on CEDS
What public resources or assets are
missing?
What services are missing or in need
of improvement?
Impediments to entrepreneurship
growth
Rural areas

Resources
Anchor institutions
What programs are in place to
strengthen local Workforce?
Housing and transportation
Childcare
Healthcare
 

Key Metrics Partnerships and Public
RelationsChanges in unemployment

Upskilling/Reskilling
participation
Improvements to rural areas
Target industry impact

What industry needs can
your city satisfy?
ESO Network
What can your city provide
that no other can?
Action lab goals
Data driven resources
Data access
Land availability
Access to lenders 
Complementary industry to
target industry
Tourism strength
Infrastructure

Opportunity Zones
Access to Capital 
Entrepreneurial resources
Social capital

Communication methods
Who are your partners?
What are the motivations for
partnership?
Data partner

What industries would
you like to attract into
your city?
What existing
industries would you
like to strengthen?
Are there commercial
corridors you need to
enhance?
Do you have
resources that could
be userd more
efficiently?

Costs and Incentives
What incentive programs are in place? How often are they used?
What additional costs, if any are associated with these programs 

Impact on Revenues
Federal funding
Changes to tax
Licenses and fees
Asset monetization



We want to know who the customer is. Understanding your target industry is key to providing
the best and most attractive environment. This is an opportunity to answer to the pain points,
inconveniences, and anticipate education needs. Considering these factors will make your city
will a key component of their successfull operations and plans for the future. Bellow are some
tools to help you identify the problem and break it into smaller parts that can be easier to
address and delegate. Below are some resources to help you identify challenges to tackle.

How to Identify Your Greatest Challenges

Some examples of
economic growth

challanges

Problem Driven Iterative
Adaptation (PDIA)

Toolkit
Ishikawa Diagram: How to

https://www.hbs.edu/competitiveness/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLvizyDFLQ4
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/educational-programs/executive-education/leading-economic-growth/examples-challenges
https://bsc.cid.harvard.edu/PDIAtoolkit


Through out history cities are the engines behind growth and productivity, and play a large role
in future growth, development and overall competitiveness for regions and entire countries. In
this section we would like you to consider your long term vision for the city, the factors of
production, and elements in your city that allow you to produce products or services at a lower
cost than other areas. 

According to the World Economic Forum, city competitiveness is defined as A set of factors –
policies, institutions, strategies and processes – that determines the level of a city's sustainable
productivity. Sustainability encompasses economic, environmental and social issues.

Thinking About Your Competitive Advantages

World Economic
Forum Reports

Aspen CLAL
Dashboard

The Comparative
Advantages of Cities

https://www.weforum.org/reports?year=2022#filter
https://clal-dashboard.herokuapp.com/nowak/clal


Challenges
When filling your canvas, asking

yourself these questions can help
What partnerships are you lacking? (Who is
not at the table, that should be?)
Is your city Branding/Image effective?
Do you have communication issues with key
entities?
What skills  and resources are employers
demanding that they don’t have access to?
Progress on CEDS
What public resources or assets are missing?
What services are missing or in need of
improvement?
Impediments to entrepreneurship growth
Rural areas

What are they?
Challenges in this context will be those things
that hinder your process. Consider any
bottlenecks, policies, needs that are hard to
fulfill, Issues in engagement, or issues in
infrastructure that keep you from completing
your goal and obtaining your vision.

You can also consider technology, climate, and
talent as crucial shapers of your city as cities
grow and trends drive the population out of
rural areas. 



Competitive Advantage

When filling your canvas, thinking
about these topics can help

Opportunity Zones
Access to Capital 
Entrepreneurial resources
Social capital
Economies of Scale/Scope
Skills and education institutions
Strong anchor institutions

What are they?
In this section, I would like us to consider what
factors are present that allow you to drive
production. 
What do you exceptionally well? What has been
the main driver of industry and growth in your
city thus far? 

It also helps to consider what attracts talent to
your area like inexpensive living, available land,
sufficient access to medical care, unique points
about your culture that can create an
environment for incoming talent and industry.


